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Message from the
PRESIDENT
In November 2018, Grupo Siro and Cerealto announced
our merger into a single multinational food group: Cerealto
Siro Foods.

As always, it is our commitment to people that makes
us most proud. At a global level, 12% of our colleagues
are from groups with barriers to work, while in Spain
alone, almost 600 colleagues have some kind of
disability. In 2018, the Grupo Siro Foundation renewed
our commitment to the Spanish Paralympic Committee,
supporting disabled athletes in the upcoming Tokyo 2020
Paralympic Games.

Our vision is to be globally recognised as people who
are passionate about transforming cereals into excellent
and innovative food, working with our clients, colleagues,
farmers and local suppliers, to develop accessible products
that meet consumers’ current and future needs.

Thanks to our exemplary good practices and the support
for our responsible management model from financial
institutions, we were granted a sustainable syndicated
loan of 240 million euros. We have committed voluntarily
to undertaking an annual sustainability audit for the
duration of the loan.

Therefore, sustainability is even more at the heart of the
new company and our business model is still focused on
building trusting relations with each of our stakeholders,
exceeding their expectations and guaranteeing a balance
between economic growth, care for the environment and
the well-being of society.

I hope you enjoy reading this report. We have
endeavoured to share the aims of our new Company,
as well as all the sustainability actions we undertake, as
we work with deep humility and a desire to go beyond
society’s expectations.

In 2018, we defined four strategic lines on sustainability
related to: nutritional improvement of our products and
the promotion of healthier habits; diversity and inclusion of
groups with barriers to work; promotion of a sustainable
agriculture model with the primary sector; and circular
economy leadership in the agri-food industry.

Juan Manuel González Serna
PRESIDENT

All these in light of the United Nations’ Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs), the 10 Principles of the UN
Global Compact and the specific challenges of our sector.
This has led me to also accept the commitment of chairing
AECOC’s new Sustainability Committee in order to foster
sustainability in a broader context.
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Message from
CEO
At Cerealto Siro Foods, we want to position ourselves
on the international market as an innovative Company
which specialises in global categories with a multi-client
and multi-country approach. Based on our in-depth
understanding of consumers, of our value chain from
its origin, and of our development and manufacturing
processes, in order to continue offering our clients the
highest quality products at the best possible price.

Cerealto Siro Foods closed 2018 with a consolidated
turnover of 600 million euros and a production volume of
400,000 tonnes. In innovation alone, we invested almost
14 million euros, which materialised in the launch of
over 250 products in the different markets where we are
present.
In 2018, we created 493 new permanent positions and we
finished the year with a workforce of 4,800 shared between
Spain, Portugal, Italy, the United Kingdom, Mexico and
the United States. We continue to demonstrate a strong
commitment to diversity and equal opportunities in the
equal hiring of men (54%) and women (46%), with 33%
women in senior management positions as well as
35 different nationalities working together.

That’s why, after the merger, we took the strategic decision
to focus our resources on the global categories of Biscuits,
Cereals and Pasta, and on 30 clients around the world, as
this will allow a potential 2 billion euros growth in turnover
in 2030.
We will achieve this by developing differentiating
strategies in our categories and promoting co-creation
models with our clients, implementing an operating
model that ensures excellence and the highest level of
competitiveness, supported by our digitisation tools and
an organisation model that always allows us to be agile,
flexible and adaptable.

Nevertheless, in the new context of the merger and
creation of one sole Company, we have an even greater
responsibility to our people and, more than ever, we need
to support them in this process. Therefore, this year we
put into place a Cultural Transformation Plan to reinforce
our common values and leadership style, allowing us to
compete in a highly complex global environment while
ensuring growth opportunities for all.

At the same time, and as a result of this, we will divest in
the Bread and Pastries businesses. We are committed to
finding a buyer specialised in these categories that will
guarantee their development and growth potential, as well
as the working conditions of those people who work there.

There are many challenges that face us but we have a
highly committed and professional team and this means
we are looking to the future with optimism. To all the
people who are continuing on this adventure with us, and
to those who are joining a new business project, thank
you for allowing us to reach this point and for helping us
to design our future.
THANK YOU ALL.
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Luis Ángel López,
CEO
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This is

CEREALTO
SIRO
FOODS
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Cerealto Siro Foods is a global company in the agri-food
sector that is dedicated to the development and production
of cereal-based products, for retailers and food brand
companies.

About the
MERGER
In 2018, Grupo Siro (supplier to Mercadona in
Spain) and Cerealto (with global operations)
reached an agreement to merge into one single
multinational food group.

This will be achieved by using our in-depth
knowledge of the value chain from its origin,
understanding of the global consumer, and expertise
in development and manufacturing processes and
by offering our clients differentiated products of the
highest quality at the best possible price.

We combined the best parts of each company, Siro’s
established business in Spain and its understanding
of the value chain for each of its categories, and
Cerealto’s global business structure and commitments
with international clients.

With the strategic decision to focus our
operational and financial resources on three
business lines with products that have a global
character and great potential for development in
different markets, the new Company will divest in
its Bread and Pastries categories, selling off these
businesses and their factories in 2019.

Cerealto Siro Foods has emerged therefore with the
aim of positioning itself in the international market
as a specialist in three global business categories:
Biscuits, Cereals and Pasta.

Specialist in three global business categories

BISCUITS
CEREALS

PASTA
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MAIN FIGURES
NET SALES

PRODUCTION VOLUME

FACTORIES

million

tonnes

Spain (12)
Portugal (2)
Italy (1)
United Kingdom (1)
Mexico (1)

€600

17

400,000

€

OFFICES
Headquarters in Ventas de Baños
(Spain), with offices in:

PRODUCTS
Specialists in Biscuits,
Cereals and Pasta categories
at a global level

Madrid (Spain)
Mem Martins (Portugal)
Bologna (Italy)
London (United Kingdom)
San Antonio - Texas
(United States)
Tepeji del Río de Ocampo
(Mexico)

As well as Pastries and Bread
categories in Spain.

PRESENCE IN MARKETS
We trade our products in

+40

countries

INVESTMENT IN R&D

€19.2
million

in the development
of new products

LAUNCH OF
NEW PRODUCTS

+250

COLLEAGUES

4,793
12%

come from groups
with barriers to work.
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Our
2030 VISION AND VALUES
We want to be globally
recognised as people
passionate about transforming
cereals into excellent and
innovative foods, working with our

Seeing as the company context has changed, we
are undergoing an in-depth review process of
the culture and leadership model that we need to
achieve our goals. Nonetheless, there are

certain values that are unique
to our identity and which
define us at present such as
consumer focus, passion,
innovation, efficiency, trust and
teamwork.

clients, colleagues, farmers and local suppliers to
develop accessible products that meet consumers’
current and future needs.
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Business
MODEL AND STRATEGY
At Cerealto Siro Foods, we work with our clients
to provide consumers around the world with the
best products at the best possible price.

To grow our clients’ businesses, we place a particular
focus on guaranteeing the highest quality of our
products, operational excellence, and innovative
products and processes.

To do this, we need to anticipate consumer demands
and provide differentiation, focusing on global
product categories that can be produced in any
of our factories, based fundamentally on our
efficiency criteria.

We achieve this thanks to our knowledge and
monitoring of the different product category value
chains from their origin, the digital transformation
processes we are applying in our factories in
order to be more efficient and competitive, and a
way of working that is based on flexibility, agility
and anticipating consumer demands.

Our goal for 2030 is to concentrate on 30 clients
around the world with a potential of over 100
million euros each, working with retailers and
food brand companies that are compatible
with each other.

As a result, we build win-win relationships with our
clients, providing them differentiation through our
ability to adapt to their needs and offer them valueadded solutions.

Own Brands
Although our business is based on
manufacturing for third-party brands,
we also have some of our own brands.
These are available to our clients
to facilitate their entry into certain
categories or markets. They include:

Multi-category

Pasta

“Made in Italy” Pasta

Baby food
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Ensuring

EXCELLENT
TALENT
MANAGEMENT
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The creation of Cerealto Siro Foods entails the implementation
of a new Organisation Model to achieve our 2030 Strategic Plan.
Therefore, we have put into place a Cultural Transformation Plan to
accelerate the key levers of change, while ensuring excellent talent
management.
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Commitment to
EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY
We believe that Cerealto Siro Foods is the sum of
our colleagues’ skills and passion, and therefore
our focus will always be on ensuring stable and
quality jobs for our people, promoting equality and
diversity at all levels.

In this sense, the Company has reinforced its
commitment to guaranteeing objectivity in labour
relations and promoting the fair treatment of
colleagues.
Some data to demonstrate this:

4,793
COLLEAGUES

Creation of

493

NEW POSITIONS
WITH INDEFINITE
CONTRACTS

54%

35

MEN AND

NATIONALITIES

12%

OF COLLEAGUES ARE
FROM GROUPS WITH
BARRIERS TO WORK

46%

75%

WITH PERMANENT
CONTRACTS

33%

WOMEN

WOMEN MAKE UP OF
SENIOR MANAGEMENT
POSITIONS

24%

2

OF COLLEAGUES
ARE OVER 50

million
euros

INVESTED IN
TRAINING

(in Spain, 16% are people
with disabilities)

83%

ON AVERAGE ARE RECRUITED LOCALLY IN THE COMMUNITIES
WHERE WE ARE PRESENT

In 2018, we featured in the magazine Actualidad
Económica’s ranking of the Best Companies to Work
for in Spain (81st place), with our policies for talent
management, remuneration and compensation,
training, and social responsibility and environmental
sustainability practices being highlighted.
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Promotions and professional development management
The adoption of a new Organisation Model
includes an evaluation process to determine
what talent is needed in each key position in the
new organisation, thus guaranteeing objectivity
in the selection process and offering greater

opportunities for development to all our people.
Additionally, we are looking to create first job
and internship opportunities for young talent in
the Company.

33 internal promotions in 2018
(55% men and 45% women)

2 promotions to management positions
(1 man and 1 woman)

Agreements with over 20 universities, business schools
and training centres in Spain, the United Kingdom and
Mexico.

65% recruitment rate for students who completed their
training internships in 2018.
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Skills training and development
In 2018, Cerealto Siro Foods encouraged its
leaders to develop their skills by ensuring they
participated in different training modules in the
schools that make up our corporate university
San Pelayo Business School: Leadership School,
Operations School, Language School and
Business School.

+2

million euros
INVESTED IN
TRAINING

17.81
average of

TRAINING HOURS
PER COLLEAGUE

Furthermore, it ensured the participation of leaders
and colleagues in internal training activities – given
by the areas or departments themselves – and
complementary external ones, with the aim of
reinforcing knowledge and skills in specific subjects.

58,984

TRAINING HOURS

1,714
TRAINING
ACTIVITIES
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3,311
COLLEAGUES
TRAINED

Employment benefits
Education allowances for colleagues’ children:
annual allowances for the children of colleagues in
Spain which are given at the beginning of the school
year, from nursery to university.

The Company provides colleagues with differentiating
employment benefits. These include:
Flexible remuneration: as part of our commitment
to innovation and to contributing to our colleagues’
financial planning, in 2018, the Company launched
a personalised flexible remuneration system. Each
employee can choose how much of their salary
they wish to receive monetarily, and how much
they wish to receive as products and services with
tax advantages (e.g. restaurant vouchers, medical
insurance, childcare vouchers or transport tickets).

100% international medical insurance and
discounts on national insurance.
Exceptional medical treatment: through the Grupo
Siro Foundation, we offer support in the payment of
exceptional medical treatment for our colleagues or
their relatives.
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Communication and
SOCIAL DIALOGUE
Since the merger, Cerealto Siro Foods’
communication efforts have been focused on
sharing the Company’s new vision and strategy
with all our people, as well as supporting the
adoption of the new organisation model.

In relation to the decision to divest in the Bread
and Pastries businesses, we have organised
support meetings every three weeks with
colleagues at the factories for sale. These are to
update them on how negotiations are progressing
and to deal with any queries they may have.

Recently, we held our first Annual Meeting with
all our leaders to inform them of the results from
the Group and our factories, update them on
our new strategic plans for the coming years
and share the first developments of the new
organisation model. In addition, we coordinate
communication with our factory groups to ensure
that our messages reach 100% of our colleagues.
We have also launched a new corporate app for
office and factory colleagues that has served
to reinforce the cultural transformation process
through gamification. This allows them to learn
about and understand the new challenges.
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Engagement initiatives for
OUR COLLEAGUES AND THEIR FAMILIES

1

Winner in the age group of 4 to 6:
Jorge Molina

1

Winner in the group of 7 to 9:
Natalia Fernández

1

Winner in the age group of 10 to 12:
Daniele Gandino

We also organised the “My Christmas with
Cerealto Siro Foods” drawing competition for our
colleagues’ children aged between 4 and 12. Of
the 154 participants, 10 children were selected as
winners.

This year, Cerealto Siro Foods organised several
different engagement activities for colleagues and
their families. These included:
We organised our first Open Day at all our
workplaces in Spain. Over 430 children of our
colleagues, aged between 6 and 14, participated in
it. During the visit, they not only learned about our
production processes, but also developed a greater
understanding of their parents’ work.
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Race I Carrera Marcha Popular Palencia “A por todas”
Charity race “Colores contra la Violencia”

Factory Open Day

Yoga Session

Promoting exercise and healthy lifestyle habits

In addition, we had product partnerships for a further
12 sporting events.

At Cerealto Siro Foods, we encourage exercise and
healthy lifestyle habits. In 2018, 40 of our colleagues
participated in three races in Spain and the United
Kingdom. These races supported charitable causes
and our company donated products to the race
packs:

Leisure and entertainment communities
In 2018, the One Communities coordinators
organised over 50 events for the members of their
communities. One Communities is a tool we use to
encourage the entrepreneurial spirit of our colleagues
as well as team building. These events included the
Foodies Community’s gastronomy competitions, the
Yoga Community’s yoga sessions, and the English,
Italian and German classes organised by the Blabla
Languages Community.

• I Carrera y Marcha Popular Palencia “A por todas” ,
in support of the Red Cross (Spain).
• Mundo Unido Cooperación’s charity race
“Colores contra la violencia” in support of gender
equality and the eradication of violence, under
the framework of the “Únete” and “He for She”
campaigns (Spain).
• Worksop Halloween Half Marathon (UK).
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INNOVATION,
FLEXIBILITY
AND AGILITY

for anticipating consumer
demands
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At Cerealto Siro Foods and Imasdea, a technology centre for
innovation and development, we want to be prepared for the future
and offer our clients solutions which anticipate consumer needs,
based on innovation and in-depth knowledge of global trends and
local consumer preferences.

Our commitment to
INNOVATION IN 2018
In 2018, we invested 19.2 million euros in
projects related to innovation and the continuous
improvement of our products, representing 3% of
the Company’s 2018 turnover. This materialised

in the launch of over 256 new products in the
different markets where we are present.

Others
10%

Americas
37%

%
Product launch
by region

Northern Europe
8%
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Southern Europe
45%

Pasta
6%
Bread
7%
Cereals
7%
Pastries
8%

%
Product launch
by category

Biscuits
34%

Baby food
38%

In 2018 alone, we presented more than 1,000
new and innovative prototypes to our clients.
Over 250 of them were part of our “Innovation
Shows”. These are challenges we give to our R&D

19.2

million euros

teams who, in a short period of time, manage to
transform them into concrete proposals thanks to
their in-depth knowledge of the category, market
and consumers.

3%

OF TURNOVER

INVESTED IN R&D

256

13

+2,500

Over

NEW PRODUCTS LAUNCHED
ONTO THE MARKET

PEOPLE IN OUR CONSUMER CLUB

COLLABORATIVE PROJECTS WITH
UNIVERSITIES OR FOOD RESEARCH
CENTRES

500

PRODUCT TASTINGS WITH
CONSUMERS AND 200 SHELF
LIFE STUDIES
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Pioneers in the development of
PRODUCTS WITH ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
At Cerealto Siro Foods, we understand that being
agile and anticipating consumer demands is a
differentiating factor and the key to success for our
business, and therefore success for our clients.
In 2018, we opted to use artificial intelligence to
identify trends and understand consumers. This
may result in the development of new products, or
even anticipating consumer responses before their
launch.
Working with I+dea and IBM, our technology
partner, we developed an algorithm that, when
applied to an artificial intelligence tool (i+radar),
allows us to perform weekly analysis of over 2
million scientific articles and consumer posts on
social networks at global level, identifying needs
and interpreting the emotions behind each of them.
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Innovation model and
STRATEGIC LINES
Our innovation and working model revolves
around three levels: substitution or improvement of
products, incremental innovation and disruptive
innovation. We complement these with crosscutting services such as undertaking sensory
analyses or getting advice on problem solving and
regulations in accordance with the food legislation
in each market.

In 2018, we finished setting our disruptive
innovation work lines, which we will be committed
to over the coming years. They aim to develop more
nutritious products with quality calories, as well as to
apply sustainability criteria.

Last year we voluntarily joined the Collaboration
plan for the improvement of the composition
of food and beverages, launched by the Spanish
Agency for Consumer Affairs, Food Safety and
Nutrition (AECOSAN) which is attached to Spain’s
Ministry of Health. Through this, we are committed
to reducing sugar, fat and salt in our products
by 10-15%.
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FEATURED
PRODUCTS 2018
PRODUCTS FEATURING SUPERFOODS OR NEW INGREDIENTS
(ANCIENT GRAINS AND WHOLE GRAINS)
• Biscuits and Snacks

Digestive with pomegranate, Breakfast biscuits with ancient
grains and no added sugar
lime and fibre

Rice cakes with oats
and chia seeds

Puffed sorghum and
quinoa cakes

Puffed multigrain cakes

• Cereals and Cereal Bars

Bars with blueberries
and goji berries

Bars with nuts and spelt

Bars with pumpkin,
spelt and almonds

• Pasta

Spelt pasta

Whole grain spelt pasta

ORGANIC PRODUCTS
• Biscuits and Snacks

Bio digestive

Bio breakfast biscuit

Bio María

Kids apple flavoured
rice cake

Kids natural flavoured
rice cake

Kids carrot and pumpkin
flavoured rice cake

HIGH-PROTEIN PRODUCTS
• Biscuits and Snacks

Protein bar with red fruits
and no added sugar

Protein bar with fruit, chocolate
and no added sugar
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High-protein salt and
pepper chips

High-protein puffed
cakes

PRODUCTS WITH NO OR REDUCED
SUGAR, SALT AND FAT
• Biscuits and Snacks

María with no added
sugar

Kids biscuits with no
added sugar

Gluten free biscuit
with red fruits

Breakfast biscuit with
red fruits and no added
sugar

Breakfast biscuit with
chocolate and no added
sugar

Golden Marías with
no added sugar

Gluten-free digestive
with oat and chocolate

Digestive with oat
and no added sugar

Gluten-free cookie
with 50% less salt

Wafer with no added
sugar

• Cereals and Cereal Bars

Spelt flakes with
no added sugar

Bar with chocolate
and reduced sugar

Bar with blueberries
and reduced sugar

Bar with milk chocolate
and reduced sugar

• Pastries

Milk bread with reduced
sugar and fat

Milk croissant with reduced
sugar and fat

Cocoa milk croissant with reduced
sugar and fat

NEW PRODUCTS
• Biscuits and Snacks

Fruit crisp bar

Digestive thins

Tomato and BBQ
flavoured chips

Tomato, spinach and
cheese flavoured rice chips

• Cereals and Cereal Bars

Assorted flavoured pillows

Loops with fruit
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Mango and coconut
flavoured tropical fruit bar

Bar with sour cherry
and hazelnuts

An example of
OPEN INNOVATION
At Cerealto Siro Foods and Imasdea we promote
open innovation models and cooperation with
associations, technology centres, companies,
universities and entrepreneurs in different countries,
with the aim of expanding our internal knowledge
and addressing challenges in the agri-food industry
together with other parties.

We celebrated 10 editions of Open Forum, a
knowledge exchange forum which features internal
and external experts with extensive experience in
specific topics or topical issues.
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Innovation Challenge
Open Forum

Innovation Day

Innovation Day

We launched the 1st edition of the International
Innovation Challenge, a competition aimed at
students connected to the food industry. The
challenge involved developing indulgent products
with reduced or no sugar or fat, and subject to
sustainability criteria. We received 50 proposals from
11 universities in Spain, the United Kingdom and
Mexico, and we will evaluate them in 2019.

We organised initiatives to encourage innovation and
intrapreneurship, such as the 3rd edition of our
Innovation Day where we posed two challenges to
our colleagues: develop an innovative product with
a clean label and/or develop a product to combat
hunger in the world. This resulted in an exhibition
displaying more than 40 prototypes.
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THE HIGHEST
QUALITY
at a competitive price
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In 2018, we established our Single Operations Model in all our
factories in Spain with the implementation and standardisation
of different tools that guarantee permanent improvement of our
processes, more rigorous control of the quality and food safety of
our products, and optimisation of production costs.
These include implementing continuous
improvement cycles, defect capture, SMED and 8D,
all tools that have helped us to reduce analysis and
decision-making times in the production line, and
which allow us to offer greater guarantees to our
clients, as well as providing greater independence
to our people.

Also, thanks to these new quality tools, we
significantly reduced consumers complaints
in Spain: 35% in Cereals, 26% in Pasta and
9% in Biscuits.
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Guaranteeing quality
AND FOOD SAFETY
Our certifications

At Cerealto Siro Foods, we have a Quality and Food
Safety Management System that is based on the
most stringent international standards - International
Food Standard (IFS) and Global Standard for Food
Safety (BRC). This system has been endorsed by
independent companies, and also includes surprise,
unannounced inspections.

Quality and
Food Safety

Factories
IFS
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FSSC22000

Spain

VB1
VB2
VB3
Toro
Aguilar
Medina
El Espinar
Briviesca
Navarrés
Paterna
Antequera
Jaén

UK

Worksop		X			

Portugal

Benavente
Mem Martins

X
X

X			
X					

Italy

Silvano d’Orba

X

X			

Mexico

Tepeji del Río
de Ocampo

In addition, we have specific product certifications,
such as Organic, Kosher, Halal, RSPO and UTZ.
Finally, all our factories in Spain, Portugal, the United
States and Mexico are members of SEDEX. And in
the case of our factories in Spain, our operations
comply with the ISO 14001 environmental
management certification.

BRC

X
X			
X
X								
X
X								
X
X			
X
X			
X
X			
X
X								
X
X		
X
X								
X									
X									
X
X

X						

Monitoring our
RAW MATERIALS AND PACKAGING
At Cerealto Siro Foods, we monitor raw materials
from their point of origin in order to guarantee food
safety and the quality of our products.
This is why we have robust systems in place to
assess whether or not our suppliers are suitable for
supplying a certain product. In addition, we require
them to be registered on the SEDEX platform and
to adhere to our Supplier Code of Conduct, which
includes criteria related to human and labour rights,
quality and environment, anti-corruption and ethical
management.

In 2018, we undertook 125 inspections of suppliers
in Spain, Portugal, the United Kingdom and Italy in
order to assess their performance in quality, food
safety, environment and social responsibility.
At present, between 84% and 100% of our
suppliers globally have at least one Quality and
Food Safety certification (IFS/BRC or similar).
The exception is Mexico, where this figure is 41%,
and we are working on appropriate measures to
improve this ratio.

In 2018, we began developing the SAP Ariba,
project which is a collaborative platform for
digitising the standardisation and management
of suppliers. It will become operational in the first
half of 2019.
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Commitment to
SUSTAINABLE PROCUREMENT
The work we undertook alongside our suppliers
during the year has resulted in concrete milestones.

In addition, we started to use UTZ-certified cocoa in
some of our products.

In 2018, in a bid for efficiency and innovation, we
began to use the first two double-trailer super lorries
in Spain for supplying semolina. A joint initiative
with our partner DHL, which consists of a European
modular vehicle that can transport 40 tonnes of
products, resulting in up to a 25% reduction in
emissions of polluting gases linked to road transport.

On another note, we continued our projects to reduce
packaging, by working with materials and reducing
width and thickness, saving over 200,000 euros,
as well as looking for more sustainable alternatives
to our packaging.

100%

OF CARDBOARD AND PAPERBOARD IS
MADE FROM RECYCLED PAPER IN SPAIN
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Digital transformation to ensure
TRACEABILITY, EFFICIENCY AND QUALITY
Cerealto Siro Foods made progress in the
implementation of Paperless Factory, a project
designed to control traceability and variables in the
production process, ensuring and improving the
quality of products.

Through a simplification process we have moved all
the information gathered by shift and position from
paper to digital, thus eliminating inefficiencies from
the previous process.
This project has allowed for a reduction in food
waste as we can establish corrections and variable
controls in real time in our manufacturing processes.
In addition, it has reduced paper consumption
by over 500,000 sheets per year (equivalent
to 50 trees).

Cerealto Siro Foods has managed to guarantee
connectivity in 12 factories and 125 production
lines, using machinery from multiple suppliers,
and wirelessly with easy-to-use apps and 24/7
functionality.
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Connected Industry 4.0 Congress

Prize for the “Best Digitisation Initiative”

It should be noted that we participated as a driving
force in the leading event for digital transformation
in industry: the Connected Industry 4.0 Congress.
An initiative launched by the Ministry of Industry,
Trade and Tourism (MINCOTUR), which was
attended by other leading companies including
AENOR, Telefónica, Accenture, Indra, Seat and
Siemens.

We were also awarded the prize for the “Best
Digitisation Initiative” from Club de Excelencia and
ABB, recognising the digital transformation projects
that we have implemented along the whole of our
value chain.
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COMMITMENT TO

PROFITABLE
SOCIAL
DEVELOPMENT
41

Our sustainability model is at the heart of our business and is based
on building trusting relations with each of our stakeholders: Clients,
People, Suppliers, Society and Capital, meeting their expectations
and guaranteeing a balance between economic growth, care for the
environment and the well-being of society.

The strategic lines on sustainability that Cerealto Siro
Foods will focus efforts on in the coming years are:
development of products that are more nutritious
and accessible to all; promotion of diversity and
inclusion of groups with barriers to work; promotion
of a sustainable agriculture model with the primary
sector; and adoption of the circular economy in our
business management model.

Business, Labour Standards, the Environment and
the Fight against Corruption.
This matter is supported first-hand by Juan Manuel
González Serna, President of Cerealto Siro Foods
as well as of the Grupo Siro Foundation, which
coordinates many social initiatives. While the
responsibility for monitoring and launching specific
initiatives falls on the Director of Communication and
Sustainability, who is also a member of the Group’s
Steering Committee.

These work lines include initiatives that are
directly related to six of the United Nations’ 17
Sustainable Development Goals. We also renewed
our commitment to the 10 Principles of the UN
Global Compact in order to promote sustainable
development in the areas of Human Rights and
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Guaranteeing a sustainable management model
As we demonstrated having a sustainable
management model across every area of the
business, as well as sustainability performance
far beyond what is required by Law, we were
granted a sustainable syndicated loan of 240
million euros to finance our growth plan.

all our plants and maintaining a workforce with
at least 10% of people with barriers to work,
among other things.
The project, led by Rabobank, as agent bank,
and Banco Santander, has also involved the
participation of other financial institutions such
as CaixaBank, Banco Sabadell, Bankia, ICO,
Liberbank, Caja Rural de Zamora and Abanca.

With this loan, Cerealto Siro Foods is committed
to a set of objectives related to our strategic lines
on sustainability. Progress on these will be audited
annually for the duration of the loan. The deal includes
renewing the zero waste to landfill certification at

Sustainable syndicated loan

240

million euros
TO FINANCE OUR GROWTH PLAN
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Our company’s priority,
INTEGRATING PEOPLE
WITH BARRIERS TO WORK
The integration of people with barriers to work,
and specifically those with disabilities, has been
our Company’s priority and the main symbol
of our identity for several years.

In 2018, Cerealto Siro Foods became one of the
first companies to be recognised as a Disability
Confident Leader in the United Kingdom, a scheme
launched by the Department for Work and Pensions
to incentivise the hiring of people from these groups.
The Company has supported the internationalisation
of the iniative and the rest of our workplaces
in Spain, Portugal, Italy and Mexico have been
recognised as Committed (Level 1).

In Spain alone, almost 600 people have some kind
of disability, this equates to 16% of the workforce.
While at a global level, 12% of our colleagues
come from groups at risk of social exclusion or
with difficulty accessing employment.

In this regard, the Company undertook a diagnosis
process with the British organisation Purple. This
resulted in improvements on the website to make
it accessible for people with visual and hearing
impairment.

As a result of our
commitment, we received
several awards last year.
These include: the Merca2
award for “Grupo Siro,
inclusive employment”;
the ConSalud award for
“Social Integration”; and
the inclusion of our “Good
Practice in the Social and
Labour Integration of
People with Disabilities” in
Forética’s Enterprise 2020.
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Adding value in
THE COMMUNITIES
WHERE WE OPERATE
At Cerealto Siro Foods, we want to contribute to
the growth of the communities where we operate,
generating quality jobs and prioritising the hiring of
local suppliers, who represent over 75% at global
level and almost all in the cases of Italy (98%),
Mexico (98%) and Spain (82%).

In other countries we are working to increase these
ratios so as to continue contributing to the generation
of local wealth.

ITALY

98%
HIRING LOCAL SUPPLIERS

75%

MEXICO

98%

at global level

SPAIN

82%
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Promoting a sustainable agriculture model in Spain
Cerealto Siro Foods has developed a sustainable
agriculture model in order to obtain the best raw
materials for our products, as well as to help Castile
and León farmers to become rural entrepreneurs.
Our Company has three agronomic laboratories
where we test different seed varieties and methods,
seeking the best quality wheat and other cereal
varieties. Indeed, one third of the durum wheat we
use in our Pasta now comes from our fields.
With the aim of increasing crop yields, we have
taken digitisation to the countryside and developed
apps that allow us to obtain detailed information
about consumption and yields in order to take
decisions in real time, using cloud storage so this
information can be accessed from anywhere.
In addition, we have provided our farmers and
cooperative technicians with training so that they
can easily upload data using their mobile phones.
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Thanks to the implementation of other precision
technologies, the Company has reduced the use
of phytosanitary products on our plots by 10 to
20%, thus reducing potential health risks (these can
occur with excessive use) as well as water and soil
contamination risks.

Cerealto Siro Foods has included almost 300 farmers
(direct and indirect) and cooperative technicians in
this project, training them in excellent procedures for
growing cereal and developing their digital skills to
help simplify their work. This has proved to be critical
in creating a quality, efficient, profitable, reproducible
and sustainable production model.

Prize for our “Contribution to Rural Development”

Our commitment has
resulted in us winning
several awards including
the newspaper El Mundo’s
prize for “Best Agri-food
Company”, Onda Cero’s
prize for “Contribution
to Rural Development”,
and a prize from the Jaén
County Council for our
social commitment and
contribution to well-being
and wealth.

Prize to “Best Agri-food Company”
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A leading food company in
THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY
At Cerealto Siro Foods, we have a circular economy
model that allows us to improve the efficiency
and use of our resources, minimising waste and
reintroducing it into the production cycle. This model
allows us to minimise our environmental impact and
generate an economic return for the company, as
well as contributing to a reduction in food waste.

This is thanks to our environmental partnership with
Tuero, who help us revalue our food by-products and
turn them into animal feed, recycle packaging and
oil, and compost sewage sludge from our treatment
plants.
Indeed, last year we announced the construction
of a biogas plant in the industrial park where our
plants are located in Venta de Baños (Spain). This
is to produce the natural gas that we need for our
production processes and which will be obtained
from organic waste.

In 2018, all our factories in Spain and Portugal
achieved the goal of zero waste to landfill, meaning
all waste generated during our production activity
was revalued and recycled.

It should be noted that Cerealto Siro Foods
currently chairs both the Spanish Association of
Manufacturers and Distributors’ (AECOC) Committee
on Food Waste and Committee on Sustainability.
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The importance of
THE GRUPO SIRO FOUNDATION

The dream and commitment of our founders, Juan
Manuel González Serna and Lucía Urbán, was to
create a sufficiently independent and robust body
to ensure the sustainability of their business project.
This was achieved in 2007 with the establishment
of the Grupo Siro Foundation. The Foundation will
become the next owner of the Company and already
has a 5% share of the Group.

Currently, the Grupo Siro Foundation is structured
around four goals: promoting the integration
of people with barriers to work; contributing to
the excellent education of colleagues’ children;
providing assistance with exceptional medical
treatment for colleagues and their families; and the
recovery of historical, artistic and environmental
heritage in the communities where we are present.
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Some of the Foundation’s most relevant initiatives in
2018:

In addition, we signed a collaboration agreement
with the LAFER Foundation to promote the
incorporation of talent in the agri-food industry.

1. Promoting the integration of people with
barriers to work
We renewed our support to the Spanish Paralympic
Team on their path to the 2020 Tokyo Games, as
was the case for the 2016 ones in Rio de Janeiro,
and signed the renewal agreement with the Spanish
Paralympic Committee and the National Sports
Council.

3. Assistance with exceptional medical treatment
In 2018, the Grupo Siro Foundation granted over
3,000 euros in financial assistance for one of our
colleagues’ medical treatment.
4. Recovery of historical, artistic and
environmental heritage
We put into place several corporate volunteer
initiatives focused on recovering the environment
in the communities where we operate.

It is also worth noting our partnership with the
ONCE Foundation, the SERES Foundation and the
Royal Board on Disability.
2. Contributing to the excellent education of
colleagues’ children
We awarded 26 scholarships for educational
excellence to children of colleagues in Mexico, Spain,
Portugal and Italy who demonstrated excellent
academic performance.

Renewed partnership with the Edades del Hombre Foundation

Renewed agreement to support the Spanish Paralympic team
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As part of the International Volunteer Week, and
on Earth Day, the Grupo Siro Foundation organised
an Environmental volunteering day, supported by
the Natural Heritage Foundation, which is part of
the Department of Development and Environment.
Around 150 colleagues and their families planted
more than six native species of trees to help
reforestation in an area of Cerrato Palentino,
Cevico Navero (Palencia, Spain).

For another year, we renewed our partnership with
the Edades del Hombre Foundation, which we have
maintained since 2011. The organisation works to
preserve culture and history in the different regions
of Castile and León.
In the framework of our partnership with Food Banks
in Spain and other associations, in 2018 we also
donated 57,253 kg of products worth 86,000 euros.

We also invited colleagues in Jaén and their families
to a clean-up day to combat “basuraleza” (littered
nature) in El Neveral (Andalusia, Spain). This activity
was part of the “Libera 1m2” project, organised by
SEO/BirdLife in collaboration with Ecoembes to help
restore ecosystems in Spain.

Environmental volunteering day
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www.cerealtosirofoods.com

